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Today PT Delta Dunia Makmur Tbk (“Delta”) has signed a non-binding term sheet with the Recapital Investment 

Group providing for Delta to acquire a majority interest in PT Berau Coal Energy (formerly known as PT Risco) 

(“Berau Energy”) and for Recapital, the 100% shareholder of Berau Energy, to swap a majority of its shares in 

Berau Energy for a substantial shareholding in Delta. 

The proposed transaction will create a leading integrated coal platform in Indonesia with multiple strategic and 

operational benefits for Delta in the contracting business. The transaction will vertically integrate Berau – 

currently Indonesia's fifth largest coal mining company – with PT Bukit Makmur Mandiri Utama (“BUMA”) – 

currently Berau's largest contractor and owned by Delta. BUMA is expected to gain bigger market share and 

longer term contracts from Berau, while Berau is expected to have more consolidated and hence more efficient 

operations. 

This transaction will be effected by Delta’s subscription to a Mandatory Exchangeable Bond (“MEB”) issued by 

an affiliate of Recapital. The MEB will be exchangeable at maturity (expected to be April 2011) into shares of 

Berau Energy at the value achieved by Berau Energy in a qualified international IPO. Delta intends to finance its 

subscription to the MEB by issuing approximately Rp 10 trillion (or approximately US$1.1 billion) of shares 

through a rights issue at Rp 1,400 per share (“Rights Issue”).  Under the term sheet, Recapital will acquire a 

substantial interest in Delta through the Rights Issue and will act as the standby purchaser of the entire Rights 

Issue. 

The parties intend to work together in close cooperation over the next few weeks to conduct due diligence and 

negotiate and execute definitive documentation relating to the MEB. The definitive terms of the transaction, 

once finalized, will be communicated to the market and brought to our shareholders for approval.  
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Delta is the holding company of BUMA, which is the largest mining contractor at Berau and the second largest 

by volume in Indonesia, providing mining services under long-term contracts to some of Indonesia’s leading coal 

producers. 

Berau Energy is the indirect owner of 90% of PT Berau Coal (“Berau”), the fifth largest coal company in 

Indonesia, with coal production of 14.3 million tons in 2009. Berau is engaged in the business of open-cut mining 

of coal from its concession area in East Kalimantan. Berau is BUMA’s largest client by revenue and volume. 

 
Jakarta, 30 March 2010 

PT. DELTA DUNIA MAKMUR Tbk 

Board of Directors 

 


